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Around The World By Private Jet

Travel

Accommodations on stopovers include 
luxury resorts like The Belmond Palacio 
Nazarenas in Peru, a former 16th-
century Carmelite convent that has been 
painstakingly restored to become the city’s 
premier luxury hotel with prime access to 
the city center. Past the ancient Inca walls 
lies the tranquil courtyard, an elegant oasis 
just steps away from the Plaza de Arvmas.

TCS World Travel leads the industry in 
private jet expeditions with the experience 
and knowledge built from developing 
hundreds of trips for nearly 25 years. 
Dedicated to delivering immersive, worry-
free travel experiences, TCS World Travel 
caters to the travel needs and preferences 
of the globally curious and modern luxury 
traveler. Experience expeditionary travel 
by private jet to remote destinations 
around the world with unparalleled local 
access and exclusive activities tailored 
to any travel style.  Traveling by private 
jet is the only way to experience a life 
list of destinations in a single trip. TCS 
offers a wide array of amazing expeditions 
including the new Four Seasons private jet. 
Italian leather 180-degree flatbed seats, 52 
guests-versus 233 seats on a commercial 
Boeing 757.

Their classic private jet journey offers a life list 
of destinations to some of the world’s most 
iconic places, including Machu Picchu, the 
Taj Mahal, the Great Barrier Reef and safari 
in the Serengeti Plain. By combining these 
destinations into one seamless, elegant trip, 
TCS creates a 24-day itinerary that is truly an 
opportunity of a lifetime.

TCS World Travel passengers are literally flying 
by the seat of their designer pants with all the 
luxuries and amenities one can imagine … 
placed squarely at their fingertips.

TCS World Travel’s findings can be found at 
tcsworldtravel.com/2017LuxuryTravelTrends.
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White leather sleepers, champagne, caviar and 
all the privileges one can dream of is one of 
the areas of expertise at TCS World Travel. A 
leading private jet tour operator celebrated for 
offering travelers access to some of the world’s 
most captivating destinations, this extraordinary 
airline company is attracting explorers with a 
median net worth between $5 and $10 million. 

Those with a high disposable income seek 
similar experiences as the average traveler but 
also take interest in several differentiators. For 
example, travel efficiencies such as planned 
itineraries and assistance with visas, exclusive 
access to undiscovered or “last chance” 
destinations and one-of-a-kind adventures 
including standout amenities like a traveling 
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physician, private chef and dedicated baggage 
handler—just a few of the unique benefits 
provided to TCS World Travel passengers.

 “Our niche consumer group has come to rely 
on us for suggestions on what’s new and what’s 
next, and trips that present the most enticing 
and unique experiences available to deliver 
lasting memories,” says TCS World Travel 
President Shelley Cline. “We’ve been serving 
those needs for a quarter century, which has 
afforded us the opportunity to gain a strong 
understanding of what the high-net-worth 
consumer wants when deciding where to go 
next and what sets a journey apart from others.”

Ease of travel and one-of-a-kind experiences 
is what travelers with high disposable income 

enjoy and desire in their vacations. Bucket 
list-, milestone-, adventure- and relaxation-
focused trips top the list of journey 
types favored by wealthy travelers. The 
“experiential currency” delivered through 
these transcendent journeys of a lifetime, 
such as those delivered by TCS World Travel, 
leaves guests with lasting memories. 

The top international sub-regions TCS World 
Travel finds to be of most interest for travel 
in 2017 include South America, Southern 
Africa, Southeast Asia, the Mediterranean 
and the New Zealand/Australian area and 
their top five emerging destinations for 
2017 are Cuba, Iran, Iceland, Antarctica and 
Mongolia.
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the city center. Past the ancient Inca walls 
lies the tranquil courtyard, an elegant oasis 
just steps away from the Plaza de Arvmas.
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such as those delivered by TCS World Travel, 
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